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Text types

In science and agriculture you will be asked to write in different ways
depending on the task.  There are many different sort of texts or text
types.

You will need to know how to write different text types.

These include:

• report

• recount

• procedure

• explanation

• exposition

• experimental report.

Each of these text types has a different structure and language features.
They each have a different purpose.

The purpose, structure and language features of each of these text types
is described and modelled on the following pages.
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Report

Reports classify or describe something eg a combine harvester.

Reports begin with a general statement which introduces the topic.

In the description, facts (parts, qualities, habits and behaviours of the
subject) may be described.

This text is an example of a report.  It is labelled to show you the
structure and language features of a report text.

Harvesting machines

Headers harvest crops such as wheat, barley and oats.
These machines are also known as combine harvesters.
Headers combine the three operations needed to harvest
a crop – reaping, threshing and winnowing.

The comb on the front of the header cuts the heads off
the stalks (reaping).  The auger pulls the heads into the
machine.  The stalks left standing in the paddock are
called stubble.

Threshing involves separating the grains from the head.
The drum rotates, beating the heads.  Straw and chaff
(bits of stalk) are fed out the back of the header.  Straw
is spread over the ground.  Stock can graze on this and
the standing stubble left after harvest.

There are a number of screens in the header.  Grain
passes over these and fans blow the husks away. This
is called winnowing.  The clean grain is stored in the
box.  When this is full the grain is augered out into a
chaser bin or truck.

An example of a report.
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Writing reports

When writing reports you will need to:

• use technical terms eg comb, threshing, drum

• write in simple present tense eg harvest, cuts.

Refer to the sample report text (on the previous page) to answer the
questions below.

1 List some more technical terms from the text.

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

2 List some words that are written in the present tense.

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

Check your answers.

Practice by writing a report on a topic of your choice.

• a new tractor

• the latest four wheel drive vehicle

• a new herbicide

• a topic of your choice.

Don’t forget to include technical terms and verbs (action words
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Recount

Recounts tell the reader what happened.  They retell a past event eg a
visit to a farm.

Recounts begin by telling the reader who was involved, what happened,
where this event took place and when it happened.  This is called the
orientation.

The sequence of events is then described in some sort of order
eg time.

There may be a reorientation at the end which summarises the event.

The following is an example of a recount.  The labels show you the
structure and language features of a recount text.

A visit to a sheep property

Last holidays I visited a sheep property.  I helped in
the shearing sheds and in the yards.

On the first day the Merino wethers were crutched.
I helped by sweeping up after the rouseabout picked
up the wool pieces.  Shearers start early (at 7.30 am).

After lunch, we started shearing the lambs.  There were
more than 400 so we didn’t finish until the next day.
Once again I was sweeping and picking up dags.

I was tired by the end of the day in the shed but our
work wasn’t finished.  We all had to help to get the
wethers and lambs back into the paddocks.  As well,
we had to get a mob of ewes and their lambs into the
yards for shearing the next day.  Then it was time for
tea (that’s what my nanna calls dinner).

This was a very long day but I enjoyed it a lot.

An example of a recount.
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Writing recounts

When writing recounts you should:

• focus on individual people ie use the words, I or we

• use words which indicate when (eg after lunch) and where the events
took place (eg in the shed)

• write in the past tense eg had, visited

• use action words eg helped, crutched.

Use the text on the previous page to answer these questions.

1 Write a phrase that indicates when an event took place.

_____________________________________________________

2 Write a phrase that indicates where the event took place.

_____________________________________________________

3 List two words that are written in the past tense.

_____________________________________________________

4 List two other action words from the text.

_____________________________________________________

Check your answers.

Practice by writing a recount of a visit to the show, a field day, a farm,
the vet or a your favourite place.  Include people, time and the location.

Contact your teacher if you need more help.
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Procedure

Procedures help us do a task or make something.  They can be a set of
instructions or directions eg step by step method to germinate seeds. The
text below is an example of a procedure.  The labels show the structure
and language features of procedure text.

Procedures begin by outlining an aim or goal.

Sometimes there is a list of the materials and equipment needed.

The steps are then listed in order.

Germinating petunia seeds

Follow these instructions to germinate petunia seeds.

You will need:
• a packet of petunia seeds

• a seed tray or small pots

• loamy friable soil or potting mix

• water

• fertiliser.

1. Fill seed tray with soil.

2. Incorporate fertiliser into soil.

3. Scatter seeds on the surface of the soil.

4. Cover seeds with a 3 mm layer of soil.  Press firmly.

5. Spray water to moisten the seed bed.

6. Place seed tray in warm, sunny position (at least 
25°C).

7. Keep soil moist by watering gently while seeds are
germinating.  Seeds will germinate in approximately
10–14 days.

An example of a procedure.
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Writing procedures

When writing procedures you should:

• use present tense eg spray

• include technical terms when you need to eg friable

• use words that tell the reader how, when and where to perform the
task eg fill, firmly.

Use the sample text on the previous page to answer the following questions.

1 List two words from the text that are written in present tense.

_____________________________________________________

2 List as many words as you can that indicate how, when and where
the task should be carried out.

_____________________________________________________

Check your answers.

Practice writing a procedure by writing instructions for someone else to:

• start a lawnmower

• make a banana smoothie

• use a microscope

• your choice.

Write a draft using the procedure sample as a model.
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Explanation

Explanation texts explain how or why things happen eg how acid soil
affects farm productivity.

Explanation begins by identifying the phenomenon (thing) that will be
explained.  (Phenomenon identification.)

Then there is an explanation sequence which explains how things work.

An example of an explanation is shown on the next page.

Writing explanations

When writing explanations use:

• general nouns eg nutrients.

• technical terms (often used) eg pH, acid

• present tense eg provide

• words that show cause and effect eg if.

Use the explanation text on the next page to answer these questions.

1 List some general nouns that are used in the text.

______________________________________________________

2 There are other technical terms used in the text.

List some of these.

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

3 List some of the words (or phrases) that have been used to show
cause and effect.

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Check your answers.

The text below is an example of an explanation text.

The structure and language features are labelled.
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The effects of acid soil

Soils with a pH of less than 7.0 are acid.  The lower the pH,
the more acid the soil.  When soil pH falls below 5.5, plant
growth is affected.  Crop yields decrease, reducing
productivity.

Soils provide water and nutrients for plant growth and
development.  Essential plant nutrients include phosphorus,
nitrogen, potassium and sulfur.  Plants require other
elements such as molybdenum, in smaller quantities.  Some
elements eg aluminium and manganese, are toxic to plants.

Nutrients become available to plants when they are
dissolved in water.  Plants are able to take up phosphate,
nitrate, potassium and sulfate ions in solution.

The solubility of nutrients changes with pH.  In acid soils
(low pH), molybdenum becomes less soluble and
aluminium becomes more soluble.  Therefore, plant growth
may be affected by either a deficiency of molybdenum or
too much aluminium.

Both crop and pasture plants are affected by acid soils.
There may be a range of symptoms.  Crops and pastures
may be poorly established resulting in patchy and uneven
growth.  Plant leaves may go yellow and die at the tips.
The root system of the plant may be stunted. Crops may
yield less.

Plants vary in their sensitivity to low pH.  Canola and
lucerne are very sensitive to acid soils so do not grow well.
Lupins and triticale are tolerant to soils of low pH so they
still perform well.

Land can become unproductive if acid soil is left untreated.
Incorporating lime into the soil raises the pH.  Therefore,
liming soil can reverse the effects of acid soil on plants and
return a paddock to productivity.

A sample of an explanation text.
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Exposition

A point of view is argued in an exposition.  Expositions can be in the
form of an essay or a letter to the editor.

An exposition begins with a thesis.  There is a statement of position and a
preview of the arguments.

Each argument to support your point of view is outlined.

The thesis is reinforced in the final paragraph, the reiteration.

Writing expositions

When writing an exposition you should:

• focus on groups not individuals eg pests

• use present tense eg affects

• use words to link arguments eg lastly.

Use the exposition text Integrated pest management to answer the following
questions.

1 List some of the words that are used to represent groups from the
text.

______________________________________________________

2 List some of the words in the text that are used to link arguments.

______________________________________________________

Check your answers.

Practice writing an exposition by developing a thesis and thinking of
three or four arguments.  Your topic could be:

• organic agriculture is best

• white meat is healthier than red meat

• your choice.

If you cannot write an exposition with confidence, talk to your teacher.
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Integrated pest management

There is no one best way to deal with pests in
agriculture.  Pesticides are commonly used, but this
may cause many problems.  Combining different
management operations is the most effective way to
control pests.

Firstly, the chemicals in pesticides may build up as
residues in the environment.  This reduces the quality
of farm produce.

As well, pests can gradually become resistant to
pesticides.  This means that newer and sometimes
stronger ones have to be developed.

Some pesticides affect non target animals such as fish
and bees.  This affects the natural balance.

Also aiming to completely wipe out agricultural pests
may be very expensive.  Sometimes pest damage costs
less than the method of control.

Lastly, understanding the ecology of the area helps a
lot in pest control.  Natural enemies can be used to
control a pest.  Pesticides should be chosen that don’t
affect the natural enemies.

Therefore, integrated pest management is a safe and
more effective option in agriculture.

A sample of an exposition showing the structure and language features.
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Experimental report

Experimental reports are very important in your course.  You will use
this type of writing to describe experiments and to explain what you have
learned from them.  It is a mix of text types.

The aim describes what you were trying to find out.

Sometimes a list of materials and equipment is included – this part can be
called the apparatus.

The method lists the steps you carried out during the experiment.  A
diagram is often included in the method as it can give a clear, concise
description of how any apparatus was set up.  In the example given the
method is written as a procedure text in the present tense.  At other times
the method is written in the third person and in the past tense.

The results section describes what happened.  (This is a report text.)  The
results are often graphed if appropriate.

The conclusion explains what you found out.  (This is an explanation
text.)  A discussion may be included in the conclusion or sometimes it is
included in a separate section.  (This is often an exposition text.)
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Method

1. Fill three pots with sandy soil and label S1, S2 and S3.
2. Fill another three pots with clayey soil.  Label C1, C2, C3.
3. Fill the remaining three pots with loamy soil.  Label L1, L2 and L3.
4. Mix fertiliser and apply to soil.
5. Choose three seeds at random.  Plant to a depth of 6 mm in the pot

labelled S1.  Repeat, planting three seeds in each pot.
6. Place all pots in the same conditions.
7. Apply the same amount of water to each pot at the same time

every day.  Seedlings should emerge in 10–14 days.
8. Thin seedlings, leaving the healthiest plant in each pot.
9. Observe tomato plants after 4–6 weeks.
10. Record observations.

Soil type and plant growth
Aim
To observe the effects of soil type on the growth of tomatoes.

Materials and equipment

• tomato seeds (small variety)
• permanent marking pen
• nine plastic pots at least 30 cm deep
• sandy soil
• clayey soil
• loamy soil
• fertiliser

A sample aim and method written as a procedure.
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Method

Three pots were filled with sandy soil and labelled S1, S2 and S3.
Three other pots were filled with clayey soil and labelled C1, C2 and
C3.
The remaining three  pots were filled with loamy soil and labelled L1,
L2 and L3.
Mixed fertiliser was applied to the soil.
Three seeds were chosen at random and planted to a depth of 6 mm in
the pot labelled S1.
This step was repeated for each pot, with three seeds in each pot.
All pots were placed in the same conditions.
The same amount of water was applied to each pot at the same time
every day.  Seedlings  emerged between 10 and 14 days.
The seedlings were then thinned and only the healthiest plant was left
 in each pot.
The tomato plants were observed after 4 weeks.
The observations were recorded.

Another sample method.
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Results

These observations were made three weeks after the seedlings
were thinned.

Trial Height (cm) Vigour
S1 24 small leaves, pale in colour
S2 28 few leaves, slightly yellow
S3 17 small leaves; spindly stem
C1 26 very green leaves
C2 29 large, healthy leaves and stem
C3 24 few leaves, weak stem
L1 30 healthy plant, green, strong stem
L2 35 very healthy plant
L3 32 large leaves, strong stem

Conclusion

Tomatoes grow better in loamy soil than sandy or clayey soil.

Loamy soil has good drainage.  The soil retains enough water
to supply the plant’s needs.  Sandy soil doesn't retain much
water so the plants become water stressed on hot windy days.
Clayey soil retains too much water, so the plant’s roots become
waterlogged.

The results section and conclusion from a sample experimental report.

Refer to the sample experimental report and information on other text types
to answer these questions.

1 The aim and method are in the form of a procedure text.  What are
the language features and structure of procedure text?

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

2 The results section is in the form of a report text.
What are the language features and structure of report text?

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________
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3 The conclusion is in the form of a explanation text.  What are the
language features and structure of explanation text?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Check your answers.
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Suggested answers

Report

1 Other technical words: combine harvesters, reaping, winnowing,
auger, stubble, grains, head, straw, chaff.

2 Other words written in present tense: pulls, graze, passes, blow.

Recount

1 Phrases that indicate when an event took place include: last holidays;
on the first day; the end of the day; then; and the next day.

2 Phrases that indicate where an event took place include: a sheep
property; in the shearing sheds; the yards; the paddocks.

3 Words that are written in the past tense include helped, picked and
enjoyed.

4 Other action words include sweeping, picking and shearing.

Procedure

1 Words that are written in the present tense include: follow, fill,
incorporate, scatter, cover, spray, place.

2 Words that indicate how, when and where include: incorporate,
scatter, cover, place, fill, press, firmly.

Explanation

1 Other general nouns are soils, crop, plant and pasture.

2 Other technical terms include nutrients, phosphorus, nitrogen,
potassium, sulfur, molybdenum, aluminium, manganese, toxic,
phosphate, nitrate, ion, sulfate, solution, solubility, soluble and lime.

3 So, resulting in, and therefore were used to show cause and effect in
the passage.

Exposition

1 Words that represent groups of things in the text: pesticides,
chemicals, residues, produce, animals, fish, bees and enemies.

2 Also and as well are used to link arguments in the text.

Experimental report

1 The text includes words in the present tense.  There are technical
terms and words that indicate how, when and where to carry out the
experiment.  There is an aim, list of materials and steps to follow.
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2 The results begin with a general statement.  The table contains facts
describing the plants in the experiment.  Technical terms are used.
The words are in the present tense.

3 The conclusion begins by describing the phenomenon, in this case
the influence of soil on tomatoes.  An explanation follows.
Technical language is used.  It is written in the present.  Words like
‘so’ show cause and effect.


